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About Me
Hello, and welcome. I’m India Duval – an exotic, elegant companion that offers an exclusive,
world-class service for distinguished gentlemen that desire alluring and seductive company.
Physically, I’m a delicate mix of half-ebony, half-Indian flavors standing at five foot, nine
inches tall. I’m 26 years young and hourglass shaped – I place a great level of pride in my
appearance and have an extensive wardrobe that makes me suitable for any occasion.
Socially, I’m a fun-loving, well-traveled and educated character that loves to laugh and share
experiences with like-minded individuals. I believe that everyone deserves respect and
appreciation; I try to navigate through life in a humble fashion and consider myself a modern
woman, although I still have a fond attachment to my traditional Indian roots and the
teachings of Hinduism.
I offer myself as a one size fits all package – a refined specimen that’s affectionate and
responsive to your moods and desires. My aim is to please and I succeed every time.
When we meet, I’ll present myself according to your desires and the occasion. Award
ceremonies, fundraisers, private massage sessions or lunch dates – I’m available for a
multitude of experiences and will ensure you feel relaxed and confident with me by your side.
Many companions claim to offer adaptive services – I actually mean it.
So what’s it to be, sir?
Indulgent and impulsive experiences are always the most memorable, and I guarantee that
you’ll never quite have another engagement like the one I have in mind.
We both know it’s going to happen sooner or later, so let’s give you the most exquisite
voyage to India that doesn’t even require a passport, shall we?
Get in touch today and let’s meet.
-- India Duval
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